CSRHub is a leading global Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) and Environment, Social, and Governance (ESG) ratings and information database. CSRHub’s business intelligence system measures the ESG business impact that drives corporate and investor sustainability decisions. We provide transparent access to the ESG performance of 19,000 companies from 134 industries in 143 countries. Our Big Data platform uses algorithms to aggregate, normalize and weight ESG metrics from 650+ sources to produce a strong consensus signal on corporate sustainability performance.

Data Structure
We cover 12 subcategories of ratings and rankings across the categories of environment, employees, community and governance. Our twelve subcategories are defined here: https://esg.csrhub.com/csrhub-data-schema

8,000+ indicators have been mapped to our 12 subcategories: https://esg.csrhub.com/csrhub-ratings-methodology

We tag companies for their involvement in 17 Special Issues. Our special issues are listed here: https://esg.csrhub.com/csrhub-special-issues

Company Coverage
We cover over 30,000 entities. We have full or partial ratings on 19,000 companies and information on the available ESG sources and data on another 13,000 companies. CSRHub covers public companies, private companies, government organizations, and not-for-profits. You can see a full list here: https://www.csrhub.com/csrhub/

Data Sources
We aggregate over 240 million data points from 650+ data sources including many leading ESG financial analyst firms, crowd sources, government databases, not-for-profits, and publications. You can see all of our sources here: https://www.csrhub.com/our_data_sources/

Geographic Coverage
We cover companies in 143 countries. You can see our geographic coverage here: https://www.csrhub.com/CSR_ratings_by_region_and_country/

Industry Classification
CSRHub classifies companies into one or more of 134 industries based on the North American Industry Classification System (NAICS) with some additions. You can see our industries here: https://www.csrhub.com/CSR_industry_ratings/

Rating Rules
CSRHub follows a well-defined set of rules that determine when we can rate any part of a company’s performance and also when we can offer an overall rating. Here is a summary of the steps in our rating process: https://esg.csrhub.com/csrhub-rating-rules
The diagram below shows the ratings distribution curve of 12 ESG financial analyst data sources. Some raters are skewed far to the left and some to the right. The overall distribution of company performance ratings becomes smooth after CSRHub processes this and other input data sets.
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**Data Access**

We provide access to our data via CSRHub web based company pages, Advanced Boolean search tool. We provide Macro-enabled Excel dashboards - templates for Competitor, Carbon, and Supply Chain analysis. Partners access data using our RESTful (XML/JSON based) application program interface (API): [https://esg.csrhub.com/api-methods](https://esg.csrhub.com/api-methods). We also provide a secure data feed through strategic partners.

**Updating of Data**

We update our data monthly. We add new data sources as they emerge.

**Data History**

Our monthly data history extends back to December, 2008.

**Licensed ESG Sources**

CSRHub’s 650+ data sources include licensed ESG analyst data, indexes, publications, government data and crowd sourced information. We can pass through public data and some data from select licensed sources.

**About CSRHub**

Managers, professionals, academics, analysts, and API partners use CSRHub to benchmark company performance, learn how stakeholders evaluate company CSR practices, uncover new ways of understanding how ESG factors influence portfolio performance, and seek ways to create a more sustainable economy.

CSRHub is a privately held B Corporation. Its mission is to use transparent access to ESG data to improve corporate ESG performance and global sustainability. CSRHub is an Organizational Stakeholder (OS) of the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI).